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Recent studies suggest an association of dopamine D2 receptor (DRD2) availability with flexibility in reward-based learning. We extend
these results by demonstrating an association of genetically based differences in DRD2 density with the ability to intentionally switch
between nonrewarded tasks: noncarriers of the A1 allele of the DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa polymorphism, associated with higher DRD2
density, show increased task-switching costs, increased prefrontal switching activity in the inferior frontal junction area, and increased
functional connectivity in dorsal frontostriatal circuits, relative to A1 allele carriers. A DRD2 haplotype analysis in the same sample
confirmed these results, indicating an association between high D2 density and increased task-switching effort. Our results provide
evidence that converges with that from association studies relating increased D2 density to deficits in cognitive flexibility in schizophre-
nia. We suggest that individual differences in striatal D2 signaling in healthy humans modulate goal-directed gating to prefrontal cortex,
thus leading to individual differences in switching intentionally to newly relevant behaviors.

Introduction
Flexible adaptation of behavior to changing environments is es-
sential for success in today’s multitasking society and has been
related to the prefrontal cortex (Fuster, 2001; Miller and Cohen,
2001). While clinical disorders such as schizophrenia are associ-
ated with severe deficits in cognitive flexibility (Goldberg and
Weinberger, 1988), substantial variation is also found in healthy
humans (Miyake et al., 2000). An important modulator of behav-
ioral flexibility is the individual availability of prefrontal dopa-
mine (Cools and Robbins, 2004). The dopamine D2 receptor
(DRD2), in particular, was associated with flexible, reward-
dependent behavioral adaptation in pharmacological studies in
rodents (Floresco et al., 2006) and in human imaging genetics
studies (Klein et al., 2007; Jocham et al., 2009).

Humans, however, are also capable of flexibly applying dif-
ferent task rules without long-term reward-based learning.
Cognitive flexibility based exclusively on external instructions
or internal intentions is a highly heritable ability that differ-
entiates humans from many other species (Friedman et al.,
2008). Experimentally, this ability is assessed in task-switching
paradigms (Jersild, 1927), where the need to switch between
two tasks is indicated by task cues associated with the respec-
tive tasks. Individual flexibility is measured as the perfor-

mance decrement in switching relative to task repetitions
(Monsell, 2003).

While reward-based flexibility recruits orbitofrontal and ven-
tral striatal brain regions (Wallis, 2007), rule-based task switch-
ing is associated with more posterior prefrontal (Brass and von
Cramon, 2002) and dorsal striatal (Gu et al., 2008) regions. Initial
evidence from pharmacological (Mehta et al., 2004) and patient
(Cools et al., 2001; Kehagia et al., 2009) work suggests an associ-
ation of dopamine and rule-based switching, but it is presently
unclear whether genetically determined differences in DRD2-
mediated dopamine signaling affect the neural implementation
of rule-based task switching analogous to reward-dependent be-
havioral adaptations. We thus assessed the impact of D2 receptor
density on task-switching performance and underlying fronto-
striatal neural circuits (Frank et al., 2001) using the DRD2/
ANKK1-TaqIa polymorphism (rs1800497). DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa
modulates DRD2 density such that carriers of the A1 allele (A1�)
have a 30% reduced DRD2 density compared to homozygous A2
allele carriers (Ritchie and Noble, 2003). This effect is particularly
prominent in the striatum, but also affects prefrontal cortex
(Noble et al., 1997).

Several disorders have been associated with changes in the
DRD2 system (Noble, 2003; Bowirrat and Oscar-Berman, 2005).
Most prominently, increased striatal DRD2 density is character-
istic for schizophrenia (Wong et al., 1986; Abi-Dargham et al.,
2000), which is associated with impaired cognitive flexibility
(Rodríguez-Sánchez et al., 2005; Thoma et al., 2007). Increased
DRD2 availability is further associated with changes in prefrontal
dopamine levels and cognitive inflexibility in transgenic mice
(Kellendonk et al., 2006), suggesting that striatal DRD2 density
might also modulate switching performance in human prefrontal
cortex. To test this hypothesis, we examined how long-term ge-
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netic differences in the DRD2 system re-
late to individual differences in rule-based
flexibility in terms of the invested neural
effort. We additionally explored the ef-
fects of a recently reported DRD2 haplo-
type block (Markett et al., 2010) to further
generalize our conclusions with respect to
the role of DRD2 in cognitive flexibility.

Materials and Methods
Participants. All 48 participants were native
Germans of Caucasian ethnicity, without neu-
rological or psychiatric history, and had nor-
mal or corrected-to-normal vision (24 females,
age: M � 22.0, SD � 1.99; 24 males, age: M �
22.6, SD � 1.99). Participants were selected
from a larger sample of genotyped individuals
(Stelzel et al., 2009), to include 24 A1� and 24
A1� individuals with equal gender distribu-
tion. As the present experiment was part of a
larger research project, the task-switching par-
adigm was administered in one fMRI session
together with a dual-task paradigm (see below)
and one other experiment that followed the
task-switching experiment in all subjects and
thus did not have any effect on the present ex-
periment. The study was approved by the local
ethics committee of the Medical School of the
University of Heidelberg, and participants gave
written consent according to the Declaration of
Helsinki.

Behavioral procedure. Participants performed
two different tasks on visually presented number
stimuli depending on a task cue presented 300 ms before the number stim-
uli. The task cue remained on the screen until the end of the trial (Fig. 1a),
and participants were to respond fast and accurately. A diamond cue
indicated that participants were to decide whether the number stimulus
was smaller or larger than five. A square indicated to decide whether the
number was odd or even. The number stimulus was presented in the
center of the cue symbol for 1700 ms, followed by a variable inter trial
interval of 2, 4, or 6 s. In addition to the sequence of the two tasks, the
location of the task cues was varied. Cues were presented either to the left
or the right of the fixation cross, indicating the response hand for the
present trial. If cue and stimulus appeared to the left of the fixation cross,
the response was to be given with the middle or index finger of the left
hand, if it appeared to the right of the fixation cross, participants were to
respond with the right middle or index finger. Participants responded
with the left finger of the respective response hand if the stimulus was
smaller than five or even and with the right finger if it was greater than
five or odd. The task sequence was pseudorandomized with the restric-
tion that not more than three task repetitions, two stimulus repetitions,
and three response repetitions occurred in sequence. Transitions be-
tween conditions were balanced evenly. Participants received two blocks
of training with the tasks directly before the MRI session. These training
blocks were included in the analyses of the behavioral DRD2 � task
switching interaction to increase power. Note that we did not obtain
results from the training for 7 participants, so analyses including behav-
ioral training data were done for 41 participants only. During fMRI
measurement, the two task-switching runs were separated by two dual-
task runs, in which the two tasks of the task-switching experiment were
presented temporally overlapping and subjects had to respond to both
stimuli within one trial. As the order of the different runs was constant
across subjects, no differential carry-over effects of the dual-task perfor-
mance on the second task-switching run is expected.

Genetic analyses. DNA was extracted from buccal cells. Automated
purification of genomic DNA was conducted by means of the MagNA
Pure LC system using a commercial extraction kit (MagNA Pure LC
DNA isolation kit; Roche Diagnostics). Genotyping was performed by

real-time PCR using fluorescence melting curve detection analysis by
means of the Light Cycler System (Roche Diagnostics). Details of the
PCR protocols, primers, and hybridization probes were described previ-
ously (Markett et al., 2010). Carriers of the DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa A1
allele (A1A1, A1A2) were assigned to the A1� group, and noncarriers of
the A1 allele (A2A2) were assigned to the A1� group. Note that the A1A1
subtype is extremely rare—about 3% in healthy Caucasians (Noble,
2000a)—and therefore is commonly grouped with the A1A2 subtype in
genetic association studies. In Caucasian samples, also the combined
A1� subtype is less frequent than the A1� subtype, with about 28%
carrying the A1 allele (Noble, 2000b). The DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa SNP
(rs1800497) is located �10 kb downstream of the DRD2 gene and actu-
ally lies in the protein-coding region of the adjacent ANKK1 gene. How-
ever, it has been shown that due to a linkage disequilibrium, the DRD2/
ANKK1-TaqIa SNP can be considered a reliable marker for variations in
D2 receptor density (Zhang et al., 2007).

Haplotype analysis. Haplotype blocks (Markett et al., 2010) included
the DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa polymorphism (rs1800497), as well as two
other DRD2 gene polymorphisms, i.e., DRD2 c957t (rs6277) and
rs2283265, that have been related to decreased D2 receptor density and
an altered DRD2 subtype proportion (i.e., relatively more receptors
postsynaptically than presynaptically), respectively. Linkage analyses be-
tween SNPs and construction of haplotype blocks were conducted by
means of Haploview 3.32 (http://www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/haploview/
index.php). Individual haplotypes were calculated with PHASE, version
2.1. PHASE implements a Bayesian statistical method for reconstructing
haplotypes from population genotype data (Stephens et al., 2001). The
construction of haplotype blocks was conducted via the solid spine of LD
method. Note that the composite haplotype measure is statistically not
equivalent with a situation in which each SNP is included in the analysis
as an independent factor, i.e., effects do not sum up in a linear fashion as
dependencies across different SNPs are taken into account (Meyer-
Lindenberg and Weinberger, 2006). Hence, although not completely in-
dependent of the DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa factor, the categorization of
subjects according to the haplotype provides a relevant additional

Figure 1. a, Task-switching paradigm. Depending on task cues (i.e., square vs diamond), participants performed two different
tasks on visually presented number stimuli (i.e., odd/even vs smaller/larger than 5 decisions). Tasks were either repeated or
switched from trial to trial, according to a pseudorandomly determined sequence. b, Behavioral results. Effects of switching
condition on reaction times and error rates. Reaction time costs for task switching were increased in A1� participants compared
to A1� ( p � 0.036). Error bars, SEM.
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between-subject factor to test for the generality of the findings from the
single SNP analysis.

fMRI procedure. All images were acquired with a 3 tesla Siemens Trio
MRI scanner equipped with a fast gradient system for echo-planar imag-
ing. We used a birdcage head coil and stabilized participants with cush-
ions to restrict head motion comfortably. Functional images were
acquired in two runs, using a whole-brain one-shot gradient-echo, echo-
planar sequence (TE � 30 ms, matrix size � 64 � 64, FOV � 24 cm, flip
angle � 83°, TR � 2 s). Each functional volume consisted of 32 axial
slices with 3 mm thickness and 1 mm interslice gap. We also acquired a
structural T1-weighted 3-D MPRAGE scan at the end of the experiment
(matrix size 256 � 256, slice thickness: 1.0 mm, flip angle: 30°). In addi-
tion, we acquired a 2-D T1-weighted image using the same slice prescrip-
tion as for functional scans. Anatomical images were used for the
normalization of the functional data to the Montreal Neurological Insti-
tute (MNI) atlas space.

fMRI data analyses. All analyses were performed with SPM5
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). First, each participant’s functional
dataset was slice-time corrected, motion corrected, and unwarped, and
then coregistered to the anatomical data. After segmentation, the data
were spatially normalized into the standard MNI atlas space. Data were
then smoothed with an 8 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel and high-pass
filtered during statistical analysis. We applied the general linear model
for serially autocorrelated data (Friston et al., 1995) and included one
covariate for each task type in relation to the preceding trial: task repeti-
tion/hand repetition, task repetition/hand switch, task switch/hand rep-
etition, and task switch/hand switch. Note that the present report focuses
on task switching, while differences between task switching and hand
switching will be reported separately. In addition, we included one co-
variate for error trials. To protect the whole-brain analysis against false-
positive activations, we used a double-threshold approach, that is,
combining a voxel-based threshold with a minimum cluster size (For-
man et al., 1995). This nonarbitrary voxel cluster size was determined on
the basis of a Monte Carlo simulation (10,000 iterations) determined
with AFNI’s AlphaSim tool (Ward, 2000). We determined the minimal
cluster size for an individual voxel height threshold of T � 2.67 ( p �
0.005, uncorrected) to ensure an overall imagewise false-positive rate of
5%. Based on our interest in DRD2 modulations of frontostriatal cir-
cuits, we simulated the cluster threshold within a masked volume includ-
ing the frontal lobes and the dorsal part of the striatum (caudate nucleus,
putamen). Anatomical masks were created using the frontal hemisphere
mask and the automated anatomical labeling mask for the dorsal striatum
(Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) in the WFU Pickatlas toolbox (Maldjian et
al., 2003), restricting the included voxels to the group brain mask gener-
ated by SPM during statistical analysis. This resulted in a cluster thresh-
old of 103 voxels. Activations exceeding this double threshold are
therefore considered to be activated at an experimentwise threshold of
p � 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons. Analyses of the interaction
between switching condition and DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa allele group
were restricted to task switching-related brain regions by applying an
inclusive mask from the whole-group task switching contrast. In this
masked analyses, allele group effects were identified using a cluster size
threshold that was adjusted to the new search volume. An additional
Monte Carlo simulation for the masked volume resulted in a cluster
threshold of k � 7 voxels for p � 0.005, corresponding to p � 0.05,
corrected. The parameter estimates of all voxels showing a significant
switching by allele group interaction were then analyzed offline to illus-
trate the directionality of the interaction effect. Given that this secondary
ROI analysis is not used for inference but merely for resolving the nature
of the interaction, this analysis is not subject to non-independence error
(Poldrack and Mumford, 2009).

Functional connectivity analysis. To explore how frontostriatal systems
are modulated by DRD2 density, we compared the functional connectiv-
ity between prefrontal cortex and striatum between the two genetic
groups using the method of psychophysiological interactions (Friston et
al., 1997). The aim of a psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis is
to explain neural responses in one brain region in terms of the interaction
between the neural responses in another brain region and a specific psy-
chological context. We used a prefrontal cluster of activation that in-

cluded voxels showing the task switch versus repetition effect as seed
region, and calculated the psychophysiological interaction term as the
product of the mean time course in this region and the respective psy-
chological variable (i.e., task switch vs repetition). All three variables
(time course in seed region, psychological variable, and interaction term)
were entered into a new general linear model for each subject. Then,
two-sample t tests were performed to compare the parameter estimates
of the interaction term between the DRD2 groups, which effectively re-
sults in a three-way interaction of seed time course, task switching effect,
and DRD2 group. We restricted the analysis to the striatum by applying
an anatomical mask of this region (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) using
the WFU Pickatlas (Maldjian et al., 2003). As above, based on a Monte
Carlo simulation for the striatal search volume, we combined a voxel-
based threshold of p � 0.005 with a minimum cluster size of 74 voxels to
yield a corrected p � 0.05.

Results
Task switching
As expected, task switching elicited performance costs, i.e., in-
creased response times (74 � 4.3 ms, SEM; t(40) � 16.18, p �
0.001) (Fig. 1b) and error rates (2.5%, � 0.6; t(40) � 4.07, p �
0.001) (Fig. 1b) compared to task repetitions. In addition, activity
in lateral prefrontal brain regions associated with cognitive con-
trol was increased for switch relative to repetition trials (Fig. 2a,
Table 1). The two clusters within the frontostriatal search volume
exceeding the statistical threshold were located in the left inferior
frontal junction (IFJ) of the precentral and inferior frontal sulci

Figure 2. a, Across groups (yellow color code), task-switching-related activity was
present in lateral prefrontal regions (thresholded at p � 0.005, k � 103 voxels, in fron-
tostriatal anatomical mask). Within the IFJ, a subregion showed an interaction effect with
DRD2/ANKK1-Taq1a (red color code). b, The interaction reflects switching effects in the IFJ
subcluster for A1� individuals that are not present in A1� individuals. Error bars, SEM. c, IFJ
activity was correlated with behavioral switching costs in A1� but not A1� individuals (*p �
0.05). d, Increased task-switching-related functional connectivity of the IFJ with the dorsal
striatum for A1� compared to A1� individuals (in dorsal striatum mask, p � 0.005, k � 74
voxel). aIFS, Anterior inferior frontal sulcus.
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and in the anterior portion of the left inferior frontal sulcus. No
evidence for striatal involvement in task switching across groups
was present.

DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa association with task switching effects
Importantly, behavioral switching effects were modulated by
DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa. Error rates were generally increased in
A1� (13.7 � 1.2) compared to A1� individuals (10.7 � 1.1),
albeit not significantly (t(39) � 1.81, p � 0.08), but this DRD2/
ANKK1-TaqIa effect did not interact with the task switch versus
repetition effect. The interaction between switching condition
(repeat vs switch) and DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa allele-group (i.e.,
A1� vs A1�) on response times (t(39) � 2.18, p � 0.03) (Fig. 1b,
see also supplemental Table S1, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material) shows increased switching costs for A1�
participants (83 � 5.6 ms) compared to A1� (65 � 6.4 ms).
Cohen’s d of 0.68 indicates that this is a medium to large effect
(Cohen, 1992).

In accordance with these allelic effects on performance, pre-
frontal task-switching-related brain activations were differen-
tially modulated depending on DRD2 density. The interaction
analysis between switching condition and DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa
allele-group (inclusively masked by the whole-group switching
contrast; see Materials and Methods) indicates that within the
task-related prefrontal network described above, exclusively a
subregion of the IFJ cluster (x � �50, y � �12, z � �36; 28
voxels; Tmax � 3.46) showed stronger switching-related activity
for A1� than for A1� individuals (red color code in Fig. 2a).
Resolving this interaction effect (Fig. 2b, see also supplemental
Table S2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental mate-
rial) indicates increased activity during task switches compared
to repetitions in this subcluster only in the A1� group but not in
A1� individuals. No region showed increased switching-related
activity for A1� compared to A1� individuals.

As D2 receptors are most abundant in the striatum, which,
however, did not show any robust switching-related activity in
our sample of 48 participants, we additionally applied an ROI
approach using an anatomical mask of the dorsal striatum
(caudate nucleus and putamen) (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al.,
2002). Interaction effects of DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa and switch-
ing condition in these two regions could be detected only when
lowering the statistical threshold as low as p � 0.05, uncorrected,
with one cluster in the right caudate nucleus (x � �14, y � �12,
z � �4; 79 voxels; Tmax � 2.38), one in the left putamen (x �
�18, y � 0, z � �10; 36 voxels; Tmax � 2.56), and one in the right
putamen (x � �28, y � �18, z � �6; 35 voxels; Tmax � 2.33).
While we do not consider these to be robust effects, it is notewor-
thy that the striatal ROIs show the same general pattern of
increased switching costs in A1� individuals as revealed by sep-
arate ROI analyses for the voxels of the caudate and the putamen,
respectively. This analysis additionally revealed a main effect of
DRD2 group in the caudate cluster (F(1,46) � 9.53, p � 0.003),

indicating generally increased caudate activity in individuals with
presumably low DRD2 density (A1�).

The DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa modulation of task-switching-
related IFJ activation was further supported by differential corre-
lations of the IFJ switching effect and switching costs in response
times. As shown in Figure 2c, a correlation between the IFJ acti-
vation and response time switch costs in the whole group (r �
0.38, p � 0.02) was completely driven by the A1� group (r �
0.49, p � 0.03, right panel), while the A1� group showed no such
correlation (r � 0.07, p � 0.77, left panel). To test whether brain–
behavior correlations for A1� individuals were present in any
other region, we further analyzed task-switching effects in the
A1� group, including the behavioral switching costs as a covari-
ate for a whole-brain analysis. This analysis indicated that in the
A1� group switching-related activity ( p � 0.005, uncorrected)
in a circumscribed cluster in the left anterior IFS region (x �
�52, y � �44, z � �8; 17 voxels; Tmax � 3.95) correlated with
behavioral switching costs. This cluster was located slightly ante-
rior to the whole-group cluster in the anterior IFS. While this
correlation effect clearly failed to reach our significance criterion,
this effect provides initial evidence of how A1� participants
coped with the task switching demand.

Prefrontal–striatal coupling
Given that D2 receptors are most abundant in the striatum
(Pohjalainen et al., 1998) and we therefore reasoned that the
prefrontal allele group effects should be associated with striatal
signaling (Strafella et al., 2001; Bilder et al., 2004), we used PPI
analysis (Friston et al., 1997) to examine how prefrontal DRD2/
ANKK1-TaqIa modulations of switching-related IFJ activation
interacted with activity changes in the striatum. To this end, PPI
results were assessed in an anatomically restricted region of the
dorsal striatum (caudate nucleus and putamen; see Materials and
Methods). In line with the hypothesized dorsal frontostriatal cir-
cuit for rule-based (as opposed to reward-dependent) flexibility,
we observed that switching-specific functional connectivity
between the IFJ and the caudate nucleus (i.e., increased fron-
tostriatal coupling for switching relative to task repetition)
was significantly associated with DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa. Left
(x � �18, y � 22, z � 0; 132 voxels; Tmax � 4.18) and right
(x � 6, y � 10, z � �8; 218 voxels; Tmax � 4.09) caudate were
functionally more strongly coupled with the IFJ for task
switches compared to task repetitions in A1� individuals
compared to A1� (Fig. 2d). Further regions outside this
search volume that also showed increased functional coupling
for A1� individuals are listed in supplemental Table S3, avail-
able at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

Haplotype analysis
To further substantiate the present findings, we reanalyzed the
data considering not only the DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa polymor-
phism, but also two additional polymorphisms related to the D2
receptor (Fig. 3). While the DRD2 c957t (rs6277) single nucleo-
tide polymorphism (SNP) is also associated with changes in
D2 receptor availability (Pohjalainen et al., 1998), the DRD2
rs2283265 SNP affects the ratio of presynaptic versus postsynap-
tic DRD2 subtypes (Zhang et al., 2007). In the present sample,
five different haplotypes could be identified (see Table 2). Based
on a recent study from our laboratory (Markett et al., 2010), we
regrouped the participants according to the presence versus ab-
sence of the TCT haplotype block [rs1800497/Taq-I a: T�
(A1�); rs6277/c957t: C�; rs2283265; T�]. Carriers of the TCT
haplotype can be assumed to show lower D2 receptor densities

Table 1. Anatomical location and MNI coordinates for task switch versus
repetition contrast across DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa groups in frontostriatal
search volume ( p < 0.005, k > 103)

Region Hem BA

MNI coordinates

t value Cluster sizex y z

Inferior frontal junction L 6/8/44 �54 8 38 4.31 119
Inferior frontal sulcus L 46 �50 42 14 4.04 166

Hem, Hemisphere (L, left; R, right); BA, Brodmann’s area.
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and a shifted proportion of presynaptic to postsynaptic D2 recep-
tors. Accordingly, this analysis establishes whether the obtained
effects reported above are specific to the DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa
polymorphism or whether they are more generally related to ge-
netically determined individual differences in DRD2 availability.
The analysis revealed that 17 individuals were carriers of the TCT
haplotype block (one of whom homozygous). When contrasting
these individuals with the remaining 31 noncarriers of the TCT
haplotype block, we obtained results very similar to those
from the comparison of A1� versus A1� individuals: behav-
iorally, TCT carriers showed reduced task-switching RT costs
(62.8 � 6.7) compared to TCT noncarriers (79.1 � 5.7; t(39) �
1.79, p � 0.08).

The analysis of haplotype � switching effects within the in-
clusive task switching mask also revealed a subcluster of the IFJ
that was differentially modulated by haplotype (Fig. 4a) (x �
�50, y � 12, z � 36; 48 voxels; Tmax � 4.88). Note that this
subcluster was nearly twice the size of the pure DRD2/ANKK1-
TaqIa interaction cluster and yielded an even higher maximal t
value. Illustrating the directionality of the interaction effect in the
voxels of this subcluster indicated higher task-switching effects in
the IFJ for TCT noncarriers than for TCT carriers (Fig. 4a and
supplemental Table S4, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material). The correlation of IFJ activity with behavioral
switching effects was also greater for TCT noncarriers (r � 0.41,
p � 0.04) than for TCT carriers (r � �0.25, p � 0.38). Finally, the
results of the PPI analysis indicated that, albeit with a reduced
cluster size, the TCT noncarriers also showed increased

switching-specific functional coupling between the IFJ and the
left (x � �16, y � 24, z � 2; 29 voxels; Tmax � 3.79) and right
(x � 20, y � 24, z � �2; 39 voxels; Tmax � 3.53) caudate when
compared to TCT carriers (Fig. 4b).

Discussion
The present results indicate that individual differences in the im-
plementation of rule-based switching processes strongly depend
on dopamine D2-receptor-mediated neural processing. Noncar-
riers of the DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa A1 allele (A1�) with presum-
ably higher D2 receptor densities, show greater switching costs
behaviorally, being directly related to increased task-switching
activity in the lateral prefrontal cortex. Increased processing re-
sources invested by these individuals are further reflected in in-
creased prefrontal coupling with the dorsal striatum during
switching. A haplotype analysis involving three genetic polymor-
phisms modulating DRD2 availability (i.e., rs1800497, rs6277,
and rs2283265) confirmed these results, providing strong sup-
port for our hypothesis that rule-based cognitive flexibility with-
out rewards depends on DRD2 availability. These results indicate
that in healthy humans, high DRD2 density may indeed be dis-
advantageous for certain cognitive demands by increasing the
invested effort for successful performance.

Several clinical studies point to an association of changes in
the DRD2 system and cognitive inflexibility. In particular, high
DRD2 density is a major component in the pathophysiology of
schizophrenia (Wong et al., 1986; Abi-Dargham et al., 2000).
While many studies show impaired cognitive flexibility in schizo-
phrenic patients (Rodríguez-Sánchez et al., 2005; Thoma et al.,
2007), only recently the link between high DRD2 density and
cognitive inflexibility was established: a genetic mutation study
showed that the overexpression of striatal D2 receptors in trans-
genic mice was directly related to reversal learning deficits
(Kellendonk et al., 2006).

In addition, the A1 allele of the DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa poly-
morphism has been associated with other disorders character-
ized by cognitive and behavioral impulsivity such as addiction
(Bowirrat and Oscar-Berman, 2005), compulsive gambling
(Comings et al., 1996), or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(Comings et al., 1991; Kirley et al., 2002). The lowered threshold
for switching to addiction- or distracter-related behaviors in
these disorders fits nicely to the greater task-switching efficiency
in our A1 carriers, who seem to adopt novel behavioral options
more readily. The crucial difference lies in the healthy A1 carriers’
ability for goal-directed flexibility—while impulsivity and inat-
tention as experienced by these patients, in contrast, is mostly
dysfunctional. Note, however, that the processing advantage of
A1 carriers seems to vanish when behavior is reinforced by feed-
back or reward. During feedback-based learning, A1 carriers are
less proficient in adjusting their behavior based on feedback in
previous trials (Klein et al., 2007; Jocham et al., 2009). Thus,
feedback might actually alter the mechanisms involved in cogni-
tive flexibility substantially, most likely due to processes involved
in anticipating outcomes. This fundamental difference is most
directly reflected in the involvement of ventral as compared to
dorsal frontostriatal neural systems (Alexander et al., 1986).

The exact neural mechanisms of how individual differences in
DRD2 density result in differences in prefrontal activity are not
well understood yet. Critically, the D2 receptor is most abundant
in the striatum (Pohjalainen et al., 1998). Several loops be-
tween the striatum and prefrontal cortex have been described
(Alexander et al., 1986), and computational models of frontos-
triatal interactions (Cohen et al., 1996; Frank et al., 2001) make it

Figure 3. The haplotype block spanning the DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa SNP (rs1800497) and two
other SNPs on the DRD2 gene (i.e., DRD2 c957t (rs6277) and rs2283265). Values in the diamonds
represent D� values, a measure for the linkage disequilibrium between SNPs (see also Table 2 for
frequencies).

Table 2. Observed and expected haplotype frequencies as reconstructed with
PHASE

Haplotype Observed Expected

1 CCG 24 25
2 CCT 0 0
3 CTG 46 45
4 CTT 0 0
5 TCG 4 3
6 TCT 18 18
7 TTG 4 5
8 TTT 0 0

In the haplotype column, the triplets refer to the genetic variant of the (1) DRD2/ANKK1-TaqIa (rs1800497; T: A1�,
C: A1�); (2) DRD2 c957t (rs6277); and (3) DRD2 rs22832565.
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plausible that the striatum is involved in
signaling whether information in circum-
scribed prefrontal regions should be up-
dated to reconfigure the relevant task set
according to the task cue (Meiran, 1996).
This gating signal is assumed to depend
on the striatal dopamine level (Cohen et
al., 1996; Braver and Cohen, 1999), with
stronger signals associated with more do-
pamine in the striatum leading to faster
and less effortful updating in the prefron-
tal cortex (Durstewitz and Seamans,
2008). While this seems inconsistent with
the finding of greater switching costs for
participants with greater receptor densi-
ties, our data can be reconciled with this
model based on recent evidence from a
PET ligand study. Laakso et al. (2005) showed that striatal dopa-
mine synthesis is actually increased in A1� individuals, i.e., in
persons with reduced DRD2 density, presumably due to altered
autoreceptor functions. This receives support from our observa-
tion of generally increased striatal BOLD signals in A1� com-
pared to A1� individuals. In addition, this is consistent with
recent evidence on the role of genetic differences in prefrontal
dopamine availability for cognitive flexibility (Krugel et al., 2009;
Colzato et al., 2010). In these studies, individuals with low pre-
frontal dopamine levels were behaviorally more flexible and, im-
portantly, this was associated with increased striatal signaling,
presumably associated with stronger dopaminergic burst firing
related to reward (Bilder et al., 2004; Krugel et al., 2009). These
findings together with the present results thus support previous
assumptions on an inverse relationship between prefrontal and
striatal dopamine activity (Kolachana et al., 1995).

The study of Laakso et al. (2005) provides an important link
between the finding of impaired switching performance and in-
creased neural effort for high DRD2 density in the present study
and impaired task switching for individuals under the DRD2
antagonist sulpiride (Mehta et al., 2004). The putative adaptive
increase in dopamine synthesis in A1 carriers might explain why
genetically determined low DRD2 density is not necessarily asso-
ciated with decreased DRD2 signaling as evoked by transient
pharmacological interventions. Instead, adaptively increased do-
pamine signaling in A1 carriers might evoke a more salient gating
signal, facilitating the updating of task representations in pre-
frontal cortex.

Alternatively, less strong IFJ signaling might be needed in A1
carriers because the relevant task representations are generally in
a different activation state, e.g., because multiple representations
are kept in a more accessible state throughout the experiment.
This could explain the missing association between IFJ activity
and behavioral switching costs in A1 carriers that was present in
A1� individuals. The exploratory analysis of brain– behavior
correlations in the A1� group revealed a small anterior inferior
frontal cluster showing an association with behavioral switching
costs. As the size of this cluster was below the threshold for a
whole-brain analysis, we only tentatively consider this post hoc
finding as evidence that A1 carriers, based on their genetic
constitution, might use a fundamentally different strategy
for switching between tasks. Previous findings showed ante-
rior prefrontal involvement for endogenously triggered task
switching (Forstmann et al., 2005) and for mixing two tasks in
a task-switching setting compared to single-task performance
(Braver et al., 2003). In addition, the simultaneous processing

of multiple goals involves anterior prefrontal cortex (Koechlin
et al., 2003). Accordingly, instead of involving the IFJ for se-
quentially uploading the relevant task set based on task cues,
A1 carriers might use a more abstract strategy, e.g., keeping
both task representations in an activated state and focusing
temporally more on one or the other resulting in better task perfor-
mance and overall greater neural efficiency. Further studies manip-
ulating potential strategies experimentally might further elucidate
these potential interpretations.

The greater efficiency of A1 carriers is further supported by
the relatively weaker functional connectivity between the dorsal
striatum and the IFJ region during switching. Various studies
showed increased functional connectivity in clinical populations
associated with performance deficits in cognitive tasks (Schlösser
et al., 2003, 2008; Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2005; Shaw et al.,
2009). In addition, decreased task-related coupling in clinical
conditions such as schizophrenia is presumably compensated by
increased connectivity in other networks (Friston, 1998; Stephan
et al., 2006; Spoletini et al., 2009). Model-free analyses of connec-
tivity patterns, e.g., using independent component analysis,
could provide a more complete picture of differences in connec-
tivity patterns between genetic groups to evaluate this compen-
sation hypothesis directly.

While switching-specific functional connectivity between
striatum and IFJ differed between A1� and A1� individuals, we
found only subthreshold switching-related activity differences in
the striatum. This is different from previous findings on the role
of DRD2 in switching between visual stimulus categories (Cools
et al., 2007) and reward- or feedback-based learning (Klein et al.,
2007; Jocham et al., 2009), and might reflect the prefrontal dom-
inance in intentional nonrewarded switching processes. Cools et
al. (2007) administered the D2 receptor agonist bromocriptine in
healthy individuals with different degrees of impulsivity who had
to switch between stimulus categories rather than, as in the
present study, between task rules based on a cue. Trait impulsivity
has been associated with low D2 receptor binding in the striatum,
most likely reflecting low striatal D2 receptor density (Dalley et
al., 2007). Striatal activity and behavioral switching performance
were modulated by bromocriptine in high impulsive individuals
only, showing that for successful stimulus-based switching, opti-
mal DRD2 activity in the striatum is crucial. Here, we show that
for flexibly applying different abstract rules to the same stimuli,
DRD2 effects are mainly present in a region of the lateral prefron-
tal cortex previously associated with the updating of task repre-
sentations (Brass et al., 2005; Derrfuss et al., 2005). The selective
coupling between PFC and dorsal striatum, however, indicates

Figure 4. Results of the haplotype analysis. a, Interaction effect in left IFJ region for the haplotype analysis with stronger
switching effects in the IFJ for TCT� than for TCT� individuals. b, Increased task-switching-related functional connectivity of the
IFJ with the dorsal striatum for TCT� compared to TCT� individuals [in striatum mask, p � 0.005: MNI coordinates: left (t �
3.51): x� �16, y � 24, z � 2; right (t � 3.31): x � 20, y � 24; z � �2].
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that the PFC is not working in isolation and thus supports the
outlined striatofrontal gating hypothesis.

In sum, the present results provide strong evidence that dif-
ferences in the availability of D2 receptors contribute to individ-
ual differences in intentional cognitive flexibility associated with
dorsal frontostriatal circuits. These findings form the basis for a
more general framework on the role of D2 activity in frontostria-
tal circuits and extend our current knowledge concerning the role
of D2 receptor-related activity for cognitive flexibility, which was
previously mainly based on reward-based flexibility.
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